
□ Girlfriend
□ Japan

□ Andrew
□ USA
　（California）

Afternoon on September 16, 2011

□ Sprite
□ Thailand

□ Wife+child
□ Thailand

□ Son
□ UK

□ Terry
□ UK □ Caroline

□ UK

The religious aspect 
at the temple is very 
repectful, by both 
JP people & tourists

Asakusa is 
diffent from the 
rest of the city, 
and right in the 
middle of it

I love it! It's fun, 
exciting, cool, it 
combines shopping, 
dining, and a 
temple. It's a good 
combination of 
activities in one 
place

Asakusa is 
pretty awsome. 
I like the colors, 
everybody is 
so nice around 
here.

I'm very 
curious 
about the 
stores, in 
the small 
shopping 
street.

I would 
recommend to 
come many times 
because the 
people are so 
nice in the shops

We love Kaminarimon 
gate, Sensoji Temple, 
the shopping street. 
You have to go there, 
because you can see 
the JP culture and 
shopping

It is free, so I can 
come with friends or 
stay longer with my 
family, even though 
the currency is 
different.

If you would send 
foreigners to Japan 
just for 24h, this is the 
first place you would 
send them. 

It has everything: religion, 
with a shrine, statues, 
shops, you can watch 
people pray, there are 
souvenirs and school 
children, so you see the 
education aspect as well

I just want 
to discover 
everything

Japanese sembei 
are being made, 
There is a beautiful 
temple and I like the 
big shoe!

It's 
beautiful

Japanese people are 
open, organized and 
easy. No language 
problem! Just bring 
a pen, paper and a 
map!.

Asakusa is lovely, it's 
a beautiful place, the 
temple is fantanstic. I 
bought a Mikuji and I 
had a very lucky one !

□ Ray Angel
□ UK

There 
are cool 
souvenirs

We Love
 ASAKUSA

Comments from 
passers-by in front of 
Kaminarimon Gate

Photography/ Satoru Naito  
Interviews/ Christine Lavoie-Gagnon
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□ Passimo
□ Italy

□ Emila
□ USA
    (Washington D.C.)

□ Todd Shiller
□ USA(Detroit)

□ Sumedh Mokashi
□ USA(Detroit)

□ Derek Logan
□ USA(Arizona)

□ Sarah
□ USA
    (Washington D.C.) □ Frederico

□ Costa-Rika

□ Clara
□ Ireland

□ Ben
□ Australia
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The 
Guide to 
Asakusa 
Introduction
Asakusa is just like a toybox, with 
entertainment quarters surrounding the 
temple that it grew up around. Simply 
walking the streets there is so much fun. 
Let’s go and have a look!
Photography/ Satoru Naito   Text/ JQR

We Love 
ASAKUSA
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Ever since two fishermen discovered a 
statue of Kannon in their net on March 
18, 628, Asakusa has been a center of 
culture in Tokyo. It’s rare that a town 
that can boast it knows the date of its 
birth. We met with Osamu Arai, the 
fourth generation in a family folding fan 
making business, and listened to his 
enthusiastic tales of this town where he  
was born and raised.  
When Asakusa became a town, it was 
already a trading place for farmers, 
fishermen and merchants. By the Edo 
period (1603-1868), Sensoji temple, 
with the aforementioned famous statue 
of Kannon enshrined in the Main Hall 
at its center, was already a splendid 
sight, but the upkeep was hard to 
maintain. That is when the temple 
permitted shops to open up and trade 
along the central walkway, in return for 
keeping the precincts clean. In those 
days Asakusa was the gateway to Edo, 
a place where out-of-towners in search 
of work and somewhere to live would 
drop by when they first arrived. And it 
had other advantages too, for the many 
canals leading out to the lively quarters 

of Ryogoku, with its high-class 
restaurants and the redlight Yoshiwara 
district, made it an ideal starting point 
for transporting goods to those places. 
Like Paris and New York, many new 
trends had their genesis in Edo. But at 
the same time people from all over the 
country went there to sell and advertise, 
bringing to Asakusa the latest products 
from every corner of the country. The 
new entertainment arts of kabuki and 
rakugo were also born here, and 
Asakusa became a Mecca of culture. 
Mr Arai was born in 1948 after World 
War II, and according to him Asakusa in 
his childhood was in ruins, with nothing 
except for a temporary Main Hall. He 
saw with his own eyes how the gradual 
rebuilding—starting with Sensoji, and 
spreading to the shrines, temples and 
other buildings— restored vitality to the 
district, and says that he feels happy to 
be a living witness to the rebirth of 
what seemed to be a devastated town.
Mr Arai believes that Asakusa should 
retain its individual style by drawing a 
clear distinction between itself and 
other Tokyo districts, such as Shinjuku 

and Ginza, that make newness and 
change an asset. In other words it 
should continue as a unique place that 
represents Japanese history, tradition 
and culture. The Asakusa traders and 
residents are careful of protecting their 
identity. Anyone who visits there, be 
they Japanese or foreign, is treated as 
a guest. No distinctions are made. Mr 
Arai has considered leaving Asakusa 
many times. He has thought about 
moving somewhere with a convenient 
supply of the bamboo he needs to make 
folding fans, so it would be easier to do 
his work. But every time his heart and 
soul have held him back, and he’s 
stayed in Asakusa. Nowadays he tilts a 
sake cup with the kabuki actors in the 
area while polishing up various plans, 
and looks forward to carrying them out 
one day. 
In the spring of 2012, Asakusa will 
celebrate the 700th anniversary of the 
Sanja Festival in conjunction with the 
opening of the Tokyo Sky Tree. On that 
occasion shops and booths just like 
those from the Edo period will be 
recreated. 

What kind of place is Asakusa?

A digest of Asakusa, as told 
by the 4th generation owner of Bunsendo 
Ever since two fisherman hooked a statue of Kannon in their net 
on March 18, 628, Asakusa has prospered as a center of culture 
in Tokyo and been loved by many. We asked Mr. Arai, who was 
born and raised in this town, about its history.
Photography/ Satoru Naito  Interviews/ Christine Lavoie-Gagnon
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Nakamise, the 250 meter long walkway lined with 89 shops leading up to 
Senso-ji, is Japan’s oldest shopping street. What do you want to buy…?

BAIRINDO Just after passing through 
Kaminarimon Gate you’ll see a Japanese sweet 
shop specializing in sweets made of beans. The 
variety of beans sold here is astonishing. 
Apparently beans are seasonal too. They are 
sold in 200g increments.
Tel: 03･3841･6197 map A

HYOBANDO This is the home of the genkotsu 
snack (525 yen) that was thought up in the 
1920s. The kaminari okoshi (850 yen) is a 
favorite souvenir of a visit to Kaminarimon Gate.
Tel: 0120･37･8557 map B

SANESU  Rows of colorful lacquered clogs 
(from 11,800 yen) catch the eye in this 
specialist shoe shop. You’ll find shoes ranging 
from ones you could buy as souvenirs, to 
ordinary day-wear. 
Tel: 03･3841･0223 map C

YUZEN MORITA Since everyone has different shaped fingers or ways of handling chopsticks, it follows 
there should be different kinds of chopsticks to suit. This specialist shop has an extensive lineup of 
chopsticks in different weights, materials and designs to choose from. Pictured is a husband and wife set 
of lacquered chopsticks decorated with abalone shell (1,370 yen) and chopstick rests in various shapes 
and colors (530 yen). They even sell chopsticks that you can have names inscribed on for a present. If 
you’re happy with your chopsticks, then food tastes better! 
No telephone map D

NISHIJIMA SHOTEN A specialist in traditional 
Japanese and buyo dance umbrellas. These 
beautiful umbrellas are perfect for a present or 
display. Pictured is a souvenir umbrella with a 
plum design. (1,000 yen).
Tel: 03 3841 8560 map E

ARAI BUNSENDO  A specialty folding-fan shop 
also patronized by buyo dancers and kabuki 
actors. The fans (from 8,200 yen) decorated 
with seasonal and story motifs, are hand-painted 
by the fourth generation owner. 
Tel: 03 3844 9711 map F

KOMACHI HAIR  This shop was founded to sell hair pieces that complement real hair when wearing 
different styles. It’s a good place to come if you need some hair decorations, or a wig for a costume. The 
ornamental hairpins pictured (left 3,465 yen, right 6,090 yen) are popular as a souvenir for women. And 
the mock food key rings (from 1,200 yen) for men who like a joke. 
Tel: 03 3841 5523 map H

FUJIYA  A Japanese clothing shop that stocks 
yukata, kimono, hakama and a colorful range of 
costumes. The hachimaki (head bands) (254 
yen) inscribed with characters are popular with 
foreign tourists. Why not buy one for Japan fans 
living overseas. 
Tel: 03 3841 8486 map G 

HYOTANYA The large hyotan (gourd) hanging out the front is a landmark of this shop, which has been 
here ever since Nakamise began. It specializes in shamisen accessories such as picks, bridges and 
exercise books, as well as ivory accessories including netsuke and ornaments for Japanese dress. Coin 
purses made out of the cloth bags used to hold shamisen practice books (750 yen) and pierced earrings 
with tiny folded cranes (750 yen) make good souvenirs.
Tel: 03 3844 0842 map I 

KAWASAKIYA  Specializes in old-fashioned 
toys and small Edo folk crafts. The lines of 
kokeshi dolls (from 1,100 yen) are the original 
Japanese “kawaii.”
Tel: 03 3841 5337 map J

KAMEYA  The kind of rice cracker store you 
would once have seen on every corner, but not 
these days. In between taking in the sights of 
Asakusa, snack on a hand baked rice cracker (8 
kinds, 500 yen for 5) and cup of green tea from 
here.
Tel: 03 3844 7915  map K

SUKEROKU  Sells small Edo style toys. Small 
delicate, skillfully crafted toys are lined up in 
rows. Pictured is a straw dog good-luck charm 
(right 3,500 yen) and red owl (left 3,800 yen).
Tel: 03 3844 0577 map L

KIMURAYA HONPO  Enjoy the variety of expressions on the faces of the ningyoyaki (doll-shaped stuffed 
buns). These ningyoyaki (300 yen for 4) are made from thick, fluffy and moist batter stuffed with sweet 
bean paste. They’re perfect for when you’re a bit peckish. The sight of the bakers skillfully turning the 
griddle is endlessly fascinating. If you detect a sweet, delicious smell in the air, you’re probably in the 
vicinity of this shop. 
Tel: 03 3841 7055 map M
* Eating while walking is prohibited in Nakamise 
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Senso-ji Temple Up Close
Illustrations and Text… Itaru Mizoguchi

1. Main Hall
Dedicated to worship of the 
bodhisattva Kannon. The statue 
of Kannon pulled from the 
Sumidagawa is enshrined here, 
but hidden from public view.

Roof tiles made of the 
latest titanium!aki

Buy cute good-luck charms 
in the shape of a lotus petal 

Many people don’t notice the 
picture of a beautiful celestial 
maiden on the ceiling 

“Please make me smart”
… but who knows!

Originally, incense smoke 
was to purify mind and body 
before visiting the shrinen

2. Hozomon Gate

Traces of 
burn marks

5. Chingodo Hall
In 1883 the head priest received an omen in a dream 
to worship tanuki living in the grounds here

A charming tanuki 
next to the shrine 
People pray here for 
business prosperity

A ginko tree estimated to be 
4~500 years old. It was hit 
by firebombs in the aerial 
bombing of Tokyo, but still 
protected the Hall. 

Lifelike bronze 
pigeons

4. Monument to 
    Hato Poppo

A monument to the 
children’s song, “Hato    
Poppo”(pigeons cooing)   
               composed by    
                Rentaro Taki

The real thing

Apparently children 
playing with pigeons in the 

temple grounds were 
models

Don’t feed the pigeons
A nearby sign

6. Five-storied Pagoda
Originally built in 942, and 
rebuilt every time it was 
destroyed or burnt down. The 
current pagoda is surprisingly 
new, built in 1973.

It used to be 
located to the east 
of Hozomon Gate

Height 53 
meters and 
visible from far 
away

An offering of Buddha’s 
ashes is apparently on 
the top storey 

7. Hitokoto Fudoson
A deity who listens to single 
wish Being greedy in life 
brings no rewardsprayers

Cute primary school 
children in matching 
school caps

Awashimado
Hall

Yogodo Hall

Main Hall

Asakusa 
Shrine

Nitenmon 
Gate

Hozomon 
Gate

A five-storied 
pagoda used 
to be here

Nakamise

Kaminarimon 
Gate

Senso-ji Temple

Chingodo 
Hall

Five-storied 
Pagoda

Yakushido 
Hall

The temple gate that houses Senso-ji’s treasures

About
4.5m

Two magnificent statues of the guardian 
Nio stand both sides of the tower gate        

A giant straw sandal 
talisman hanging behind 
the gate is made in 
Yamagata prefecture. It’s 
a religious offering.

Puzzled foreign tourists

Shiny from 
rubbing

3. Nadebotoke
Rub this Buddha in the place where you 
have some ailment, and it will get better
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HOPPY STREET

In a Hallowed 
Place of Rest

Who Gave Hoppy Street Its Name?
Photography/ Tomoya Takai  Text/JQR

The road to Hanayashiki amusement 
park on the west side of Senso-ji, is 
lined on both sides with rows of izakaya 
pubs. First it was just one shop, then 
another opened, and another. As time 
went by the street of pubs became 
known as Hoppy-dori. It’s a hallowed 
place for drinkers, somewhere for 
ordinary people to come and relax. 
Suzuyoshi was apparently the first shop 

to open up on Hoppy-dori. I sat at the 
counter and ordered a bowl of giblet 
stew and a beer. The interior was 
smoky from grilling food. Laughter from 
the drinking patrons interspersed with 
the cook’s voice, formed a pleasant 
background buzz.
The shops are open from the afternoon, 
but the atmosphere when their red 
lanterns light up at dusk is something 
special. If you want to wind up the day 
in a happy, mellow state, it’s the perfect 
place to come. 

Tel: 03 3841 6081
Open Mon & Wed-Fri 
12:00-22:00 (L.O 21:30), 
Sat & Sun 9:00-22:00 
(L.O 21:30)
Closed Tues

Tel: 03 3841 7587
Mon-Fri 11:00-23:00
Sat, Sun & public 
holidays 10:00-22:00
Open every day

Tel: 03 3841 7364
Mon-Sat 11:00-23:00
Sun & public holidays 
9:30-23:00
Open every day

Recommended
dish

Suzuyoshi
Taishu Sakaba 

Okamoto Daikatsu
Recommended

dish
Recommended

dish

Beef sinew 
(650 yen)

Giblet stew 
(600 yen)

Grilled pig innards 
(700 yen)
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Asakusa Restaurant Guide Asakusa has been a busy place ever since the Edo period, and it has many simple eating places that have been loved by 
ordinary people across the years. The following are but a handful of the well-known ones. When you’re feeling hungry 
in Asakusa, drop by and see for yourself.

Address: Hanakawado 2-17-2, Taito-ku, Tokyo 
Tel: 03 3844 4730
Hours: 11:30-14:00 ／ from 17:30
Closed: Sunday and public holidays

Address: Asakusa 1-29-11, 
Taito-ku, Tokyo 
Tel: 03 3843 2861
Hours: 11:30-21:00
Closed: Thursday 

Address: Asakusa 1-32-2, Taito-ku, Tokyo 
Tel: 03 3841 8356
Hours: 11:00-14:00 (shop closes when ingredients 
run out) 
Closed: Wednesday, Sunday and public holidays 

Address: Asakusa 2-19-9, Taito-ku, Tokyo 
Tel: 03 3841 3151  Hours: 12: 00-22: 00
Closed: Open every day from October to March; closed 
Wednesday and Thursday from April to July; closed in 
August; closed on Wednesday in September.

A wickerwork ceiling 
interwoven with wood. It feels 
just like being protected by an 
umbrella. Takeaway unaju can be 

ordered as a present. The 
second floor Japanese-style 
room can be reserved for 
parties.   

The fragrant fish stock is 
made with patience and care, 
using no sugar or chemical 
seasoning.

Fugu swim in the fish tank, 
opposite a small decorative 
shrine.

Enjoy traces of old Asakusa 
in an izakaya pub

Savory, soft eel is 
a popular favorite

Hearty overflowing 
dishes of tendon

YAMANOSHUKU KOYANAGI

MASARU

On a residential street, traces of the 
good old days past suddenly emerge. 
Pass under the curtains of the izakaya 
Yamanoshuku, and find yourself 
surrounded by the charm of old-
fashioned Asakusa. Paper slips printed 
with names are pasted around the worn 
pillars and beams. The background 
music is shamisen. A bowl of 
homemade unohana (beancurd lees/ 
400 yen) goes well with a glass of dry 
junmai daiginjo Aramasa sake. The 
owner of this shop is a seventh 
generation scaffolding man—a true son 
of Edo. From the ceiling down his 
artisan skills are in evidence throughout 
the interior, and have produced a truly 
relaxing space. After having eaten and 
drunk just enough, the oil soba (700 
yen) is recommended to finish up with. 

This is an old established restaurant 
that has been popular since the 
Taisho period. Eel from Hamamatsu 
is used in the unaju (eel on rice in a 
lacquered box) and grilled with a not-
too-sweet sauce to just the right 
degree, taking care to preserve the 
traditional flavor, until a delicious 
savory aroma rises from the soft flesh 
(Matsu/ 2,100 yen; Take/ 1,470 
yen). Stubbornly keeping prices at an 
affordable level for customers is a 
headache for the proprietress in 
these days of steeply rising eel 
prices. But maybe that’s why the 
restaurant has so many loyal local 
regulars and fans who frequently 
drop by.

A dish of Ooiri Edomae Tendon 
(Edo-style tempura on rice/ 3,500 yen) 
is placed in front of me. I lift off the lid, 
which is already slightly raised by the 
heaped contents inside. A fragrant 
smell of sesame oil rises and the 
spectacular serve of prawn and whiting 
seafood tempura is revealed. The 
freshly fried tempura has been dipped 
in tsuyu, a simmered sauce 
painstakingly made from bonito stock, 
and placed on the hot steaming rice. 
The fish are fresh from the market that 
morning. The owner says that if he 
can’t get hold of fresh fish then he 
can’t open the shop. So when the fish 
runs out, the shop closes. Be sure to 
get there early!

In the fifty years since it opened, 
Miuraya has staunchly served up wild 
(not farmed) fish, offering torafuguchiri 

（blowfish & vegetable hotpot/ 6,300 
yen, top grade 8,400 yen）and other 
fugu dishes at reasonable prices. 
Menus at most fugu restaurants consist 
of expensive set courses, but at Miura 
they believe that fugu is a food for the 
common man too, and offer an a la 
carte menu for all fugu dishes.  In other 
words you can eat the food you like at 
whatever level your wallet can take. 
There is also a plentiful menu of other 
seafood, such as suppon (turtle) and 
crab. It’s a good place to go in affable 
company. 

Readily enjoy wild fugu
MIURAYA
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Kototoi-dori

Tsukuba Express

Dempoin

Hozomon Gate

NakamiseKaminarimon
Gate

Kam
inarim

on-dori

Edo-dori

Edo-dori

to Minowa

Sumida-River

Hanayashiki

TONKATSU 
YUTAKA

KOYANAGI

MASARU

YAMANOSHUKU

Senso-ji
 Hondo

MIURAYA

BENTEN 
YAMAMIYA 
KOZUSHI

Asakusa

to Nihombashi

KOMAGATA DOZEU

W
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MAP

Address: Komagata 1-7-12, Taito-ku, 
Tokyo
Tel: 03 3842 4001
Hours: 11:00-21:00（last order）
Closed: On the last and first days of 
the year

Address: Asakusa 2-1-16, Taito-ku, Tokyo 
Tel: 03 3844 0034（reservations accepted）
Hours: 11:30-14:30（last order 14:00）／
17:00-22:00（last order 21:00）
Closed: Monday & 3rd Sunday of the month 

Address: Asakusa 1-15-9, Taito-ku, Tokyo
Tel: 03 3841 7433
Hours: Mon-Fri 11:30-14:00（last order）／ Saturday, 
Sunday&public holiday 11:30-14:30, 16:30-20:30（last order）
Closed every Wednesday (or another day if Wednesday is a 
public holiday) and one Thursday a month.

Oozes old-fashioned rustic 
charm

Quintessential 
Edo-style sushi

The signature dish at Komagata Dozeu, 
a 210 year-old restaurant on Edo-dori, 
is the same as its name suggests
—Dozeu Nabe (Japanese loach 
hotpot/ 1,750 yen). Served in a nabe 
pot over a over small charcoal burner, 
well-simmered it makes a good 
accompaniment to rice. Scoop the fish 
out at just the right moment and you 
can enjoy the light refreshing flavor 
with a drink. Or eat it with piles of 
finely sliced leek on top, and plentifully 
seasoned with shichimi or sansho 
pepper. Japanese loach is a lightly 
flavored fish with soft bones, that can 
be eaten whole. Many foreign 
customers visit this restaurant with its 
touches of Edo here and there.

The signature dish at Komagata 
Dozeu, a 210 year-old restaurant on 
Edo-dori, is the same as its name 
suggests—Dozeu Nabe (Japanese 
loach hotpot/ 1,750 yen). Served in 
a nabe pot over a over small 
charcoal burner, well-simmered it 
makes a good accompaniment to 
rice. Scoop the fish out at just the 
right moment and you can enjoy the 
light refreshing flavor with a drink. Or 
eat it with piles of finely sliced leek 
on top, and plentifully seasoned with 
shichimi or sansho pepper. Japanese 
loach is a lightly flavored fish with 
soft bones, that can be eaten whole. 
Many foreign customers visit this 
restaurant with its touches of Edo 
here and there.

The meat in the Rosu Katsu Teishoku 
(pork cutlet set/ 1,950 yen) at Yutaka, 
is amazingly thick. It’s Yamato pork 
from Gunma prefecture, with sweet fat 
and soft flesh. The meat is shipped in 
constantly rather than being stockpiled, 
which takes extra effort, but it means 
the flavor is never compromised. The 
bread crumbs are homemade, because 
these produce a thin, crunchy coating. 
Deep-fried in good fresh cottonseed oil, 
the meat is lightly-textured and retains 
its juiciness. And of course the sauce 
is Worcester. All this is the result of 
sixty years of experience since the 
restaurant was founded.

The first floor Japanese-style 
room has rows of low tables. 
A style that is unchanged 
since the restaurant first 
opened. 

Techniques such as rinsing in sweetened 
vinegar, parboiling and steeping in 
flambed soy sauce are the inheritance of 
predecessors’ wisdom.

Marinated kombu- wrapped 
swordfish, shad and yellowtail 
are recommended from autumn 
to winter. 

savory-smelling thin, crunchy 
coating enhances the meat 
flavor all the more.

We take time with the cooking 
and invest in ingredients, more 
than focus on sales, says the 
chef.

The “Dozeu” entrance curtain 
was changed from “Dojyau” 
200 years ago for good luck.

KOMAGATA   DOZEU     BENTEN  YA MAM I YA   KOZUSHI

Savor a lightly-textured 
taste of meat 

TONKATSU  YUTA KA
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